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Abstra t: Identifying the proto ol sta k or the devi e version of remote equipment is a powerful tool for se urity assessment and network management. This
paper proposes two novel ngerprinting te hniques based on the synta ti
representation of messages.

tree

The rst leverages the support ve tor ma hines

paradigm and needs a learning stage while the se ond one exe uted in an unsupervised manner thanks to a new

lassi ation algorithm. The approa hes are

validated through extensive experimentations and show very good behaviors.
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Fingerprinting avan é pour l'inventaire des
équipements
Résumé : L'identi ation des équipements d'un réseau se révèle un atout intéressant dans le domaine de la supervision et de la sé urité des réseaux. Ce
papier introduit deux nouvelles méthodes de ngerprinting reposant sur la
stru tion et la

on-

omparaison d'arbres syntaxiques. La première met en ÷uvre les

ma hines à ve teurs supports né essitant une phase d'apprentissage alors que
la se onde est totalement non supervisée et se base sur un nouvel algorithme
de

lassi ation. De nombreuses expérimentations valident les diérentes ap-

pro hes.

Mots- lés :
syntaxiques

ngerprinting, inventaire, ma hines à ve teurs de support, arbres
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1 Introdu tion
Assuming a proto ol, devi e ngerprinting aims to determine exa tly the devi e
version or the proto ol sta k implemented by equipment. It is a

hallenging task

overing many domains like se urity or network management. Identifying the
devi es helps to get a detailed view of alive equipments on a network for planning
future a tions when needed. For example, if a new se urity aw is dis overed
for some devi e types, pat hing them has to be fast due to zero-day atta ks
but lo ating them is not always obvious. Besides, dete ting abnormal devi es
on a network is very useful for dis onne ting rogue equipment or for tra king
opyright infringements. Furthermore, some authenti ation systems

he k the

devi e type like for example on a VoIP (Voi e over IP) operator allowing only
some spe i

hardphones.

Classi al management solutions like SNMP [1℄ by

installing additional software on equipment (agent) are not always feasible sin e
often some ma hines are not owned by the

ompany itself (personal or partner

ompany devi es) or their software does not support.
its

ustomers

ould be valuable for a

an oer additional servi es to its

Finally, ngerprinting

ompany. For instan e, a VoIP operator

ustomer parti ularly appli ations by sending

ustomized advertisement based on the brand and the version of the phone.
Most of the
spe i

urrent approa hes for devi e identi ation is related to some

eld value of the proto ol grammar.

For instan e, the SIP [2℄ VoIP

proto ol in ludes the devi e identity in the User-Agent eld whi h
omitted or modied by an atta ker. Hen e, new generi

an be easily

te hniques

the wole message are required. In this paper, ea h entire message is
and represented as a synta ti

onsidering
on erned

tree. Relying on underlaying dieren es of the

ontent and stru ture of su h trees, the two main

ontributions of this paper

are :



a new supervised synta ti ngerprinting te hnique whi h aims to pre isely

Problem 1 ),

identify equipment (devi e type) (



a novel unsupervised synta ti

ngerprinting te hnique looking for the

number of distin t devi e types running a given proto ol and its distribu-

Problem 2 )

tion (

The se ond method gives general indi ation about the devi e type distribution for a given proto ol and

an exhibit heterogeneity or homogeneity.

For

instan e, when a new servi e is deployed, proposing a support servi e is a real
benet for helping the users ( ompany networks) or for doing business (operator).

Hen e, unsupervised ngerprinting helps to assess its

its feasibility (number of distin t devi e versions to support).

omplexity and
Generally, few

software are supported or proposed and most users install other ones.

The

number of devi e types used and their distribution is a good hint to evaluate
the se urity risk be ause the higher the number of non supported version, the
higher be omes the risk. Moreover, these te hniques are passive

i.e.,

without

any intera tion with the ngerprinted equipment whi h avoids to be dete ted
and unne essary overloading of the network and ngerprinted devi es. Assuming majority of messages are not faked, unsupervised ngerprinting
foundation of the supervised system sin e an user
omponents of the dis overed

an be the

an identify manually some

lusters.

The next se tion formally des ribes the two problems. Se tion III depi ts
the general operation of our approa h. The message representation is detailed
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in se tion IV before giving the details of the

lassi ation methods in se tion V.

Se tion VI is dedi ated to present extensive results. The related work are given
in se tion VII before the

on lusion and dire tions for future work.

2 Problem denition
We

onsider

K

D = {d1 , . . . , dK }
M
set: L = {l1 , . . . , lM }.

dierent devi e types represented by the set

and a testing set of

N

messages

T = {t1 , . . . , tN }.

messages are

olle ted and labelled

The fun tion

real(ti ) : T ∪ L → D

If the training stage exists,

orre tly to form the

returns the real identier (devi e type or

implementation sta k) of a message.

2.1 Problem 1
lassier ΩL : T ∪ L → D assigning the right devi e
∈ L i.e., ΩL (li ) = real(li ). The same fun tion is then applied
ti ∈ T and is expe ted to return real(ti ).

The goal is to

ompute the

identity to ea h li
to ea h

2.2 Problem 2
In this s enario, no labelled messages are available and thus training is impossible. The messages have to be dire tly divided into groups by a

Ψ T : T → N.

Be ause no labels

goal is to nd the number of devi e type,
ontaining in the optimal

lassier

an be derived from a training pro ess, the

i.e., K ,

and

reate

onsistent groups

ase only messages of a single devi e type. Thus, the

targeted result is :

|Ψ[T ]| = K
∀ < ti , tj >, real(ti ) = real(tj ) ⇔ ΨT (ti ) = Ψ(tj )
∀ < ti , tj >, real(ti ) 6= real(tj ) ⇔ ΨT (ti ) 6= Ψ(tj )

3 Fingerprinting framework
3.1 SIP overview
Our evaluation is based on SIP proto ol [2℄ sin e this signaling proto ol is gaining support and the number of
gerprinting

ompliant devi es is skyro keting. Hen e, n-

ould support these new appli ations as explained in the introdu -

tion. In a few word, the SIP proto ol is a text proto ol with several primitives

(INVITE,

NOTIFY, REGISTER, ACK, CANCEL...)

and response

odes (three digits

number whose the rst is between 1 and 6). SIP illustrates also the possibility
to develop reinfor ed ngerprinting-based authenti ation sin e its

omplexity

entails some authenti ation aws [3℄.

3.2 Ar hite ture
The ar hite ture is depi ted on gure 1. The messages are
proxies. For ea h of them, the synta ti tree is

olle ted through SIP

onstru ted based on the proto ol

grammar. This tree represents its signature. In the

ase of the unsupervised

INRIA
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Internet

Figure 1: Fingerprinting ar hite ture

ngerprinting, these trees are dire tly grouped by

omputing the

lassier

Ψ.

Otherwise, the supervised te hnique needs two stages :



the learning stage (1) : the signatures are stored in a database and used
for



omputing the

lassier

Ω;

the testing phase (2) : ea h new generated signature is taken as an input
of

Ω

to assign a spe i

label devi e type to the message.

Be ause a ngerprints of a devi e type is its general

hara terization, the pro-

posed s heme implies the following denition : a ngerprint of a devi e type is
the set of signatures belonging to this type in the training set. For the unsupervised te hnique, the ngerprint of a type is the entire
obtained after the

orresponding

luster

lassi ation.

4 Attributed trees
4.1 Distan es
Our te hniques use the metri s dened in [4℄ and this se tion gives an overview
of the theory. An attributed graph is dened by the tuple
are the dierent nodes,

the dierent edges and

α

G = (V, E, α) where V
α(s)

is a fun tion su h that

s. A tree is a spe ial kind of graph
T2 are onsidered isomorphi if there exists a
tion φ mapping every node in T1 to every node in T2 while keeping the same

gives some
without
bije

E

hara teristi s about the node

y le. Two trees

T1

and

stru ture (the nodes are

onne ted in the same way). The trees have a subtree
T1′ and T2′ whi h are isomorphi .
Their similarity is measured as :

isomorphism

φ

if there exists two subtrees

W (φ, T ′ 1, T ′ 2) =

X

u∈T1′

RR n° 7044
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Message = Request SP *Header SP 0*1Body

Alpha = %x41−5A / %x61−7A

Request = Invite / Notify / Cancel

HCOLON = *SP ":" *SP

Invite = 34INVITE 35

SP = %x20

Cancel = 34CANCEL 35

Accept = "Accept" HCOLON *Alpha "."

Notify = 34NOTIFY 35

Date = "Date" HCOLON *Alpha "."

Header = Accept / Date / Call−id / User−Agent

Call−Id = "Call−Id" HCOLON *Alpha "."

Body = *Alpha

User−Agent = "user−Agent" HCOLON *Alpha "."

; A−Z / a−z

; space

Figure 2: Grammar

Figure 3: Interse tion of an estor paths

Figure 4: Synta ti

where

σ

is the

of two nodes.
isomorphi

omparison fun tion between the
Furthermore

trees of

Although

trees of 2 messages

T1

and

W (φ12 )

hara teristi s (α fun tion)

is the maximum similarity between two

T2 .

lassi al te hniques

ompute the similarity between two trees by

ounting the number of transformations (delete, add or subsitute) required to
transform the trees into isomorphi

ones, the authors of [4℄ emphasize that

resolving this problem is NP- omplete unless adding some spe i
(nodes ordering for instan e) to get a polynomial-time

onstraint

omplexity. Hen e, they

propose to dene four novel distan e metri s (two normalized and two nonnormalized) between trees leading also to a polynomial
in mind to

omplexity.

Keeping

ompare the e ien y of our te hnique with normalized and non-

normalized metri s, three of them were sele ted after preliminary experiments
sin e they provided the best results :

d1 (T1 , T2 ) = |T1 | + |T2 | − 2W (φMax_12 ) (non − normalized)

(1)

INRIA
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W (φMax_12 )
(normalized)
max(|T1 |, |T2 |)

(2)

W (φMax_12 )
(normalized)
|T1 | + |T2 | − W (φ12 )

(3)

d2 (T1 , T2 ) = 1 −
d3 (T1 , T2 ) = 1 −
where

|T |

7

is the number of nodes of the tree

T.

4.2 Synta ti trees
A synta ti

tree is an attributed tree built from a message and the Augmented

Ba kusNaur Form (ABNF) [5℄ proto ol grammar. The gure 2 shows a partial
grammar of a simple proto ol (far from SIP). The non-terminal elements are
those whi h

an be derived into other ones (Message, Request)

ontrary to

terminals representing a xed sequen e of or a range of possible

hara ters

(terminal values are real values in the message). The elements prexed by *
are repeated whereas those separated by / are alternatives.

Otherwise, the

dierent elements form a sequen e.
Thus, ea h message is mapped to a synta ti
is

tree like in gure 4. A node

reated from ea h terminal value and linked to a parent node representing

the sequen e, the repetition or the non-terminal from whi h it is derived. The
gure 4 shows two partial synta ti
The synta ti

tionship between parent and
values are not taken in a
dependent of a spe i

hild nodes is also kept.

ount be ause the

*Alpha.

if the rela-

Furthermore, terminal

ontaining information is highly

session ( all-id, date...).

Some potentially large stru ture
for example the

trees.

trees are rooted. Thus, two trees are isomorphi

onstru tion of a

an be derived for many grammar rules as
hara ter sequen e built by the expression

Thus, two subtrees with dierent

Request

or

Header

bran hes

ontain su h a stru ture whereas their meaning is probably dierent.
these relatively large stru tures
is to

ould bias the similarity measure. The solution

onsider the path of a node to evaluate their similarity.

all the nodes between the root node and the
hara teristi s of a node

pathm

an

Hen e,

The path is

onsidered node. Therefore, the

n dened by α(m) is the tuple < namem , pathm > with

the path. The name of a node is its non-terminal name or ? otherwise

(sequen e or repetition). We propose a binary similarity (σ ) between two nodes
imposing that two similar nodes have to share similar an estor nodes,
same path, and the same name. Assuming that

n
v

and

r

the

parn

i.e.,

the

returns the parent node of

ommon root of the trees, the similarity between two nodes

u

and

an be totally dened as:


 1 if u = r ∧ v = r
1 if nameu = namev ∧ σ(paru , parv ) = 1
σ(u, v) =

0 else
If messages an be derived from dierent rst rule, adding a generi root node

(4)

r is

feasible but leading to a similarity equals zero. Three subtree isomorphisms are
represented in gure 4. The subtrees asso iated to the rst ones
the same node and so

WΦ1 = 4.

ontain exa tly

Be ause sequen e and repetition are equivalent

in the an estors path (question mark), the se ond isomorphism generates two

RR n° 7044
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trees sharing one similar node.
path.

Finally,

nodes (A

ept

W (φ3 ) = 8
and

However,

Wφ2 = 0

due to dierent an estors

be ause the subtrees ares the same ex ept for two

user-Agent).

The

Call-Id

are mat hed be ause there is

no order on the nodes.
Though, the rst isomorphism is

learly suboptimal as the the subtrees are

not rooted on the global root node while the pair of nodes share the same
an estors. Hen e, nding the isomorphism

andidates has to

of all node of a tree as illustrated in gure 3. The
these paths
isomorphi

an be done easily during the

onsider the paths

reation of the lists

ontaining

reation of the trees. The optimal

subtree is built from all shared paths by the messages. Thus, the

subtrees are the interse tion

∩paths

of similar paths

al ulated by the algorithm

1 whose the design is straightforward. Indeed, one iteration loops over all paths
of the rst tree t1 and looks for the same path in the se ond one t2 . The line 15
is extremely important for avoiding to take in a

ount the same path twi e. For

instan e, inverting the messages on 3 implies three paths
without this line.
path of

t1 ,

the

Message.?.?.header

Sin e this algorithm iterates over ea h path of

omplexity is in

t2

for ea h

O(t1 t2 )

Be ause all paths are rooted on the same node, the prex of ea h path (all
nodes ex ept the last one) always equals another one.

1

is exa tly the number of elements in the interse tion

Hen e, the similarity
:

| ∩paths |.

Thus, the

similarity between the example messages is eight.

Algorithm 1 similar_paths(t1 ,t2 )

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

res = [ ] is the intersa tion of shared path
paths(t) return the paths list of the tree t
l.add(e) adds e to the list l
l.remove(e) remove e from the list l
len(l) is the length of the list l
c1 = paths(t1 )
c2 = paths(t2 )
for c ∈ c1 do
i←1
bool ← T RU E
while bool ∧ i < len(c2 ) do
if c = c2 [i] then
bool = F ALSE
res = res.add(c)
c2 .remove(c)

initialized to an empty list

end if

i←i+1
end while
end for

1 This

is not a mathemati al interse tion sin e a path an be represented several times

INRIA
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5 Fingerprinting approa hes
5.1 Supervised lassi ation
Supervised learning te hniques are potential solutions for resolving the

1

sin e some of the training samples are available. We

hose to

Problem

arry out the

re ent support ve tor ma hines (SVM) te hnique be ause it outperforms the
lassi ation a

ura y in many domains with limited overhad [6℄.

SVM were

already exhibited in network se urity monitoring and intrusion dete tion [7, 8℄.
However, none of them introdu es the
Basi ally designed for two

lasses

ombination of SVM and synta ti

trees.

lassi ation, SVM te hniques were rapidly

extended to multi- lass problems like the
[9℄ is known for providing a good a

Problem 1.

ura y with a low

One-to-one

lassi ation

omputational time [10℄.

The method strives to nd an hyperplane to highly separate the data points
(trees) of dierent
plane is

lasses (devi e types). For the one-to-one method, an hyper-

onstru ted for ea h pair of distin t

example on gure 5 where
and

j.

Hi−j

lasses as illustrated by the simple

is the hyperplane separating points from

Then, when the new point $ has to be assigned to a

from ea h hyperplane is

lass

i

lass, its side-position

omputed to judge the more suitable

lass. Considering

the example, the following results are obtained for ea h hyperplane :

 HU−X :

$

lass is

U,

 HO−U :

$

lass is

O,

 HO−X :

$

lass is

O.

The nal de ision relies on a voting me hanism where the most represented
lass,

O,

is

hosen.

Most of the time, the data points are not linearly separable, so they are
asted in high dimensional feature spa e using a mapping fun tion

ϕ.

Deter-

mining the hyperplanes is the main task. Assuming the notations introdu ed
in previous se tions, for ea h pair of devi e types < dl , dp >, the orresponding
wlp and a s alar blp . It has to separate and

hyperplane is spe ied by the ve tor

to be as far away as possible from the trees belonging to

dl

and

Tl = {ti |real(ti ) = dl }
Tp = {ti |real(ti ) = dp }
Hen e, the resulting problem

dp

denoted as :

(5)

onstraints is dened as :

∀ti ∈ {Tl ∪ Tp }
hϕ(ti ) · w i + b ≥ 1 − ξtlpi ,
hϕ(ti ) · wlp i + blp ≤ −1 + ξtlpi ,
lp

where

ξ

lp

if real(ti ) = dl

(6)

if real(ti ) = dp

are sla ks variables allowing some mispla ed points when a total sepa-

ration is not possible. For example, on gure 5, if a point
of points

X,

O

in the surrounding

it is impossible to really separate them.

The optimization problem implies that the points have to be as far away as
possible from the hyperplane :

min

w lp ,blp ,ξtlp
i

RR n° 7044
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Figure 5:
one

SVM one-to- Figure 6: Common

las- Figure 7: Ro k

lassi ation, $ is a si ation problems

lassi a-

tion

new point to assign

where C is

onstant representing the trade-o between the minimum

lassi a-

tion errors and maximal margins.

ϕ is essential but dening it is often hard. That is why the kerK(x, y) dire tly omputable
trees and also equals to h ϕ(xi ).ϕ( xj ) i. Then, the optimization

The fun tion

nel tri k is usually exploited by dening a fun tion
between two

problem is turned into its dual by introdu ing the Lagrangian for
lp
:
the ve tor w

αlp
ti −

X

max

ti ∈{Tl ∪Tp }

1
2

omputing

lp lp lp
αlp
ti αtj ρti ρtj K(ti , tj )

X

(8)

ti ∈{Tl ∪Tp }
tj ∈{Tl ∪Tp }

subje t to:

X

lp
αlp
ti ρti = 0

ti ∈{Tl ∪Tp }

0≤
with :

αlp
ti

(9)

≤ C, ti ∈ {Tl ∪ Tp }

ρlp
ti = 1 if ti ∈ TL , −1 if ti ∈ TP

The s alar

b

lp

is

al ulated thanks the support ve tor trees (SV

(10)

lp

) whi h

orresponds to the points on the border of ea h group mathemati ally dened
lp
as the trees tsv su h that αt v 6= 0 :
s

blp =

1
|SV lp |

X

(ρlp
ti −

ti ∈SV lp

X

lp
αlp
ti ρtj K(tj , ti ))

(11)

tj ∈{Tl ∪Tp }

On e the learning phase has solved this optimization problem, ea h tested
tree lm is given as the input of the de ision fun tion :

flp (lm ) =

X

lp
αlp
ti ρti K(ti , lm ) + b

(12)

ti ∈{Tl ∪Tp }
Then, the sign of the result indi ates the likelyhood of lm to belong to
Sin e, only one hyperplane is dened for ea h pair of
symmetri al

flp = −flp .

be found out.

So only

K(K − 1)
2

dp

or

dl .

lass, these fun tions are

hyperplanes and fun tions have to

INRIA
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ompulsory be ause the kernel fun tion is a sim-

ilarity measure. For the normalized metri , the denition is straightforward as
the similitude is equivalent to one minus the distan e. For the nonnormalized,
we derived a kernel

lose to the Gaussian one :

d′1 = e−0.01d1 d′3 = 1 − d3

5.2 Unsupervised lassi ation
5.2.1

ROCK and QROCK

Whereas our distan e measures are based synta ti
as

trees whi h

an be viewed

ategori al data, most well known te hniques su h as K-means, K-medoids

or density based algorithms are suited for numeri al values [11℄. Therefore, new
kind of unsupervised approa hes dedi ated to

ategori al data

an be found in

the literature as for instan e the ROCK algorithm [12℄. This algorithm is based
on a graph representation where two nodes are linked if they share at least one
ommon neighbor. Two points are neighbors if their inter-distan e is less than
a threshold

τ.

point is a

luster at the beginning.

It is an agglomerative

lustering te hnique and so ea h unique
Then, the

lusters are grouped together

based on a s ore measure whi h measures the linkage degree (the number of
shared neighbors)

omparing with the estimation of the maximal number of

possible shared neighbors.
Figure 6 highlights the results of main types of
out the bad a
another one.

ura y of medoid

lustering. Figure 6 points

lustering methods whi h group points around

The main disadvantage is that these te hniques assume similar

points distributed within a
to a medoid.

ommon shape (spheri al most of the time)

Other well-known te hniques

lose

onsider ea h point individually.

For example, the nearest neighbors te hnique results is plotted on gure 6: the
lusters of the pair of

losest points are merged until the

distan e is higher than a threshold.
irregular shapes of

luster.

orresponding minimal

The main advantage is the dis overy of

For example, in gure 6, the distin t shapes of

lusters t, u and x are easily distinguished be ause their
well separated.
and a

lassi

sharing
they a

approa h merges them.

However in this

lose

The ROCK algorithm looks for points

ommon neighbors whi h is not the

gure 7.

losest nodes are

However for x and o, the boundary points are very

ase for these points as shown on

ase, the points A and B should be linked be ause

ommon neighbor. That is why a s ore measure is introdu ed to join two

lusters with the maximum number of neighbors. Here, the algorithm prefers
to join C and D rather than A and B. Hen e, the ROCK algorithm is
to dis over right
where ea h

lusters.

luster is xed by a limited number of points, so it is a tradeo

between one

enter and all points. Density based

DBS an are

lose to ROCK whi h is well suited for

The interested reader
their use

apable

Other su h methods exist like CURE for example
lustering te hniques su h as
ategori al data like trees.

an read [11℄ for a good overview of these algorithms and

ases.

However, ROCK is heavy omputational [13℄ and a derived version, QROCK,
was proposed in [13℄. The authors of QROCK observed that in many
omputed

lusters are equivalent to

ompute the

onne ted

ases, the

omponents of the

reated graph. Hen e, the algorithm be omes very simple and is exe uted very
fast.

The main disadvantage is that the points A and B in gure 7 will be
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joined due to their unique neighbor in
in a

ommon. In fa t, QROCK does not take

ount the neighborhood density measured by the s ore measure.

5.2.2

Compromise

The limitations of ROCK and QROCK imply logi ally to

hoose a fair trade-o

between them with following ambitions :



keep the advantage of the neighborhood density (ROCK),



avoid too mu h

omputational metri

The rst idea is to

(QROCK).

hoose a simple s ore measure. The most simple should

be to sum all links between ea h pair of
advi e against it.

lusters be ause the bigger a

reation of a single or few big

luster is, the more neighbors it has.

paper, we present a new simple metri
two

lusters but the authors of ROCK

In fa t, it often entails the

In this

for evaluating the s ore measure between

lusters: the maximal number of shared neighbors between any pairs of two

nodes from ea h
between the

luster. Assuming, two

lusters

Ci

and

Cj ,

the s ore measure

lusters is:

good(Ci , Cj ) = maxpt ∈Ci ,pl ∈Cj #neighbors(pt , pl )
where

pt

and

#neighbors(pt , pl ) returns the total number of shared neighbors between
pl . This metri is very simple to ompute be ause the distan e between

two points does not vary whereas the original goodness of ROCK is updated
during the

lusters merging sin e the metri

between all points of two

lusters.

is based on all shared neighbors

Moreover, estimating the total number of

possible neighbors for normalizing this value against the size of the

luster is

unne essary with the new metri .
The
the

lusters are merged until this new s ore rea hes a threshold

lustering has to join two points

p1 , p2

for whi h

γ.

Thus,

good(p1 , p2 ) > γ .

The results of the ROCK algorithm based the s ore measure good
is independent from the order of merging points.
Theorem 1

The proof is dire t as the denition of
themselves and not on the

lusters,

i.e.,

good

is only dependant on the points

other points.

This theorem is very

important as there is no need to order points following the de reasing value of
the goodness measure like in ROCK. Thus, the overall
graded. Besides, it

omplexity is very de-

orresponds to the QROCK algorithm with one additional

onstraint. In fa t, the graph links are weighted by the number of shared neighbors and the obje tive is to determine the
with weighted links equal to at least

γ

onne ted

omponents of verti es

to keep the neighborhood density as a

valuable information. Hen e, the algorithm design is straightforward and split
into two main fun tions :



the graph



the

onstru tion based on the neighborhood

omputation of

onne ted

omputation;

omponents.
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The rst step is exe uted by algorithm 2 where
the number of shared neighbors between
over all pairs of points (trees in our

i

and

j.

Lij

13

(the adja en y matrix) is

In fa t this algorithm iterates

ase). When two of them are neighbors, the

algorithm onsiders one as the shared neighbors and looks for its other neighbors
to update the weighted adja en y matrix (loop of the line 8).

Algorithm 2 Link initialization

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

T = {t1 , . . . , tN } a set of tree
Dij is the distan e between the tree ti and tj
τ the maximal distan e between two neighbor trees
Lij the number of neighbors between the tree ti and tj
for i ← 1 to N do
for j ← 1 to N do
if Dij < τ then
for k ← 1 to N do
if Dik < τ then
Lij = Lij + 1

initialized to 0

end if
end for
end if
end for
end for
Then, algorithm 3

least of weight of
to a label equals

omputes the

gamma

FALSE

onne ted

omponents having links with at

neighbors. At the beginning, ea h tree is asso iated

indi ating that the tree is not in a

luster yet.

algorithm iterates over all tree sear hing non visited ones and
luster. Then, the

The

reates a new

lustering re ursive fun tion is applied on the trees shared

the minimum number of neighbors with the initial tree in order to add them
and so on.
The two metri s

hosen for testing this new algorithm are

d1

latter one is dire tly applied but we do a simple transformation on

and

d1

d2 .

The

for having

a normalized value between 0 and 1:

d′1 = 1 − e−0.01d1

6 Experimentations
6.1 Metri s
Standard metri s for

lassi ation assessment presented in [14℄ are adapted to
Assuming xd , the number of trees
d ∈ D, yd the number of trees lassied
of trees of types d2 whi h were lassied as d1 , the
number of trees of a given type d whi h were assigned

our terminology introdu ed in se tion 2.
orresponding to a parti ular devi e type
as

d, zd2 d1

the number

sensitivity evaluates the
to the right

luster:

sens(d) = zdd /xd

RR n° 7044
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Algorithm 3 lustering

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

T = {t1 , . . . , tN } a set of tree
Lij the number of neighbors between the tree ti and tj
init(t) reates a luster with only the tree t
c.add(t) add the tree t to luster c
Labeli indi ates if ti is already assigned to luster and is
for i ← 1 to N do
if not Labeli then
c = init(ti )
Labeli = T RU E
for j ← 1 to N do
if i 6= j and Lij > γ and Labelj = F ALSE then

initialized to 0

lustering(j, )

end if
end for
end if
end for

17: lustering(k, luster):
18: Labelk = T RU E
19: .add(Tk )
20: for j ← 1 to N do
21:
if k 6= j and Lkj > γ
22:
lustering(j, )
23:
end if
24: end for

and

Labelj = F ALSE

then

INRIA
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Figure 8: Supervised ngerprinting, distan e

The spe i ity of a devi e type
in the

orresponding

0.6

% learning trees

d

d1

measures the proportion of trees of this type

luster:

spec(d) = zdd/yd
The overall metri
to the

name a

(14)

ura y is the proportion of trees whi h are assigned

orre t type:

acc =

X

zdd /M

(15)

d∈D
Furthermore, the average sensitivity and spe i ity value is easier and faster
understandable than multiple values:

avg _sens =

X

sens(di )/N

X

spec(di )/N

di ∈D

avg _spec =

(16)

di ∈D
Assuming the following distributions
mutual information

IC =
where

H

H(X) + H(Y) − H(Z)
H(X)

is the entropy fun tion.

lassi ation) and is a good

RR n° 7044

X = xi /N , Y = yi /N , Z = zij /N ,

the

oe ient (IC) is an entropy based measure dened as :

(17)

This ratio varies between 0 and 1 (perfe t

omplementary metri

from the overall a

ura y
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#nodes
Devi e Name
#mesg Max height
Min Avg Max Min Avg
Asterisk_v1.4.21
1081
28 23 25 2517 883 1284
Cis o-7940_v8.9
168
25 23 24 2784 812 1352
Thomson2030_v1.59 164
28 23 24 2576 793 1391
Twinkle_v1.1
195
25 23 23 2457 805 1299
Linksys_v5.1.8
195
28 23 25 2783 852 1248
SJPhone_v1.65
288
30 23 24 2330 951 1133
Table 1: Testbed dataset  Tree statisti s

be ause it indi ates if the a
represented

to rea h 80% of a
this

ura y value is not only due to one or few over-

lasses. For example, assigning all messages to one

ase implies

lass

an allow

ura y if 80% of data points are of the same type. However,

IC = 0.

Hen e, this

oe ient ree ts the sensitivity and the

spe i ity and is more severe than them.
Although the supervised

lassi ation

reates one labeled

luster per devi e

type whi h are lled with testing trees, the unsupervised lassi ation

an

reate

an arbitrary number of lusters. Even if labeling unsupervised luster is not done
in reality, the

lassi ation assessment pro ess begins by labelling ea h

with the most represented devi e version in the

luster

luster. Then, only the largest

luster of ea h type is kept and the rest of the trees are assigned to an arti ial
garbage

luster.

a garbage

However, evaluation the mutual information

luster is meaningless.

metri :

F − score =
Like the mutual information

oe ient with

So, the F-s ore is another overall possible

2 × avg _sens × avg _spec
avg _spec + avg _sens

oe ient, F-s ore is a

(18)

ombined measure from sen-

sitivity and spe i ity but does not ree t the messages distribution. However,
if all messages are ae ted to few

lasses, this s ore will be very low too.

6.2 Dataset
The main dataset having

hara teristi s summarized in table 1 was generated

from our testbed with 6 devi e types (softphones,hardphones and proxy) with
a total number of 2091 messages. The synta ti
are

trees are very big, their heights

lose to 25-30 and the minimal number of nodes in a tree is more than 800.

Therefor illustrating a real example in the paper is impossible.

6.3 Supervised lassi ation
6.3.1

Learning per entage

The rst experiment evaluates the e ien y of our supervising method in parallel with the proportion of extra ted trees for the learning pro ess (learning
per entage). In fa t, the messages are randomly sele ted and ea h experiment
is run ten times to improve the fairness of our results. Considering the distan e

d1 ,

the gure 8 plots the a

ura y metri s using a quartile representation. The

extrema values are plotted and the box delimits 50% the observations with the
median value as the horizontal bar.
the box (25% below, 25% above).

The rest of the observations are outside

The overall a

ura y shown in gure 8(a)

highlights that our approa h is very ee tive be ause with only 10% of learning,
the a

ura y is

on entrated around 90%. Obviously, in reasing the number of
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Figure 9: Supervised ngerprinting, distan e

learning sample messages improves the a

ura y and with 20% the limited range

of quartiles indi ates stable results. So, expe ting an a

ura y of 95% is really

viable. The average sensitivity illustrated in 8(b) means that the good a
is not only due to some well

lassied

ura y

lasses sin e this value rea hes 90% with a

learning per entage of 20% or more The spe i ity is high also meaning that the
mis lassied messages are s attered among the dierent devi e types and not
only one. The gure 8(d) summarizes the previous observations by amplifying
the lowest spe i ity and sensitivity value. Hen e, this gure
information

oe ient is

onrms that the

learly more severe than other metri s. That is why

the next experiments do not detail sensitivity and spe i ity values.

6.3.2

Distan es

The distan e

d3

is normalized

ontrary to

d1 .

Su h a distan e is generally easier

to use sin e many te hniques like SVM without
mation. The e ien y of the identi ation is

onsiderable tunable transfor-

learly improved and outperforms

the previous ones. With only

20%

ra y is

ases. The spe i ity and sensitivity are also very

lose to 99% in most

of messages used for the learning, the a

high and illustrated here through the mutual information

u-

oe ient in gure

9(b). In fa t, obtaining similar results with the previous distan e needs to raise
the learning per entage. For instan e, a per entage of 80% with
to

20%

with

d1

is equivalent

d2 .

To summarize, SVM-based supervised ngerprinting is very ee tive with
the normalized distan e

d3 .

6.4 Unsupervised lassi ation
Applying unsupervised

lassi ation on individual messages was not su

essful

(about 60%). This is mainly due to notable dieren es between messages targeting dierent goals (with dierent types) even emitted from the same kind of
devi e. Hen e a message for making a phone
similar. With supervised

all or registering are highly dis-

lassi ation, the learning pro ess

kinds of messages for the same devi e type

Thus, we propose two methods for improving the



apturing dierent

ounters this problem.
lassi ation a

ura y :

e.g.

identifying the kind of a devi e based on only one type of messages (
INVITE,
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reating small

lusters of messages sharing the same IP address and port

within a small interval of time

ρ (few se

onds). This assumption is realisti

as these hara teristi s will not hange frequently for a pie e of equipment.

6.4.1

Grouping messages

ρ

In the rst experiment,

is set to 5 se onds and the goal is to determine what

are the best parameters of the new version of ROCK algorithm :

 τ

: the maximal distan e between two neighbors,

 γ

the minimum number of shared neighbors between to messages for merg-

ing them.
With

ρ = 5,

an average of

forehand. Ex ept in four

2.8

messages are grouped in the same

luster be-

ases highlighted by boxed values on table 2, all the

dierent kind of devi es are dis overed. The shading key helps to rapidly disard bad

olumn (τ

ongurations like the light

τ.

the great impa t of

Thus, the a

In the same way, it is not a monotoni
orre tly

= 0.01, 0.15, 0.2)

ura y is not a monotoni
fun tion of

γ

lassied by using a neighbored distan e of

highlighting

fun tion of

τ.

and 87% of messages are

0.1

and a minimal of ten

shared neighbors for grouping two messages. Moreover, it is ten points better
than the best result of the rst row whi h is equivalent to the QROCK algorithm (one shared neighbor only). The high value of F-s ore indi ates that this
result is not only due to few devi e types rightly identied. However, the best
onguration seems to x
and a higher F-s ore.

γ = 15

We will

and

τ = 0.1

onsider this

with a slightly lower a

ura y

onguration for the remaining

experiments ex ept when mentionned. The table 3 and 4 give the number of
lusters and their sizes from this
parameters. When
are built

τ

onguration to another by varying these two

in reases, more trees are merged and so less larger

ontrary to

γ

for ing trees to have more

linked when it in reases.

Some very small

lusters

ommon neighbors for being

lusters are

onstru ted with only

one tree (outlier) sin e the minimum size is still zero. Furthermore, the original

γ = 1 is

learly unable to dis over so many

The gure 10 shows the evolution of the a

ura y depending on the parame-

QROCK algorithm
lusters as for
ter

ρ

orresponding to

γ = 15.

ρ grouping the message arrived in the same interval of time.

First, in reasing

greater than ve has no positive impa t. Assuming same devi e type for mes-

sages from the same IP address and port within 5 se onds seems reasonable.
Se ond, the normalized distan e (d2 for unsupervised ngerprinting) is better
than the nonnormalized one.

6.4.2

Message type

Only the most represented message types are

100, 200, 401,

and

all a

lassi ation results depending the type

ura y and the F-S ore of the

ACK.

onsidered :

OPTIONS, REGISTER, NOTIFY, INVITE

The gure 11 plots the over-

onsidered. On e again, best results are obtained with the normalized distan e.
Moreover, this graph points out that some types
tion than others. For instan e

ontains more valuable informa-

OPTIONS message in

whi h is highly dependant on the devi e type

ludes equipment

apabilities

ontrary to the response 200 whi h
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γ

τ

(#neighbors)
1

5
10
15
20

<

40%

0.01

19

(min distan e)

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.559

0.767

0.721

0.307

0.302

(0.674)

(0.805)

(0.697)

(0.339)

(0.614)

0.480

0.748

801

0.306

0.306

(595)

(0.787)

(0.781)

(0.336)

(0.399)

0.454

0.742

0.872

0.307

0.307

(0.570)

(0.784)

(0.879)

(0.293)

(0.293)

0.424

0.727

0.862

0.525

0.307

(0.542)

(0.767)

(0.902)

(0.489)

(0.293)

0.370

0.698

0.804

0.524

0.307

(0.497)

(0.744)

(0.852)

(0.488)

(0.293)

40-60%

60-70%

70-80%

80-85%

≥

85%

Table 2: Unsupervised ngerprinting by grouping similar arrival time messages,
distan e

d2

- A

ura y (F-S ore is put in bra kets)

τ

0.01

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

# lusters

314

108

61

33

14

Min size

1

1

1

1

1

Max size

126

218

222

480

720

Avg size

2.33

6.79

12.02

22.212

52.357

Table 3: Cluster

γ = 15

γ

1

5

10

15

20

# lusters

18

38

47

61

82

Min size

1

1

1

1

1

Max size

353

224

223

222

220

Avg size

40.72

19.29

15.60

12.02

8.94

Table 4: Cluster

RR n° 7044

hara teristi s with

hara teristi s with

τ = 0.1
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lustering by messages type

is only a kind of a knowledgment. Monitoring the right messages like OPTIONS
or NOTIFY is very e ient be ause 90% or more of messages are well

lassied

with a similar F-s ore.

6.5 Real VoIP operator network dataset
This se tion addresses brief results obtained from the network tra es of a real
VoIP operator. This network

ontains 40 types of devi e but the identi ation
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based on the SIP User-Agent return sometimes an unknown type. Some kind
of devi es are too mu h under-represented (less than 20 messages) while some
others generate 10.000 of the total of 96.000 messages from about 700 distin t
devi es. Hen e, we dis ard four devi e types and keep at most 100 messages for
ea h of them. The results are lower than for the testbed dataset. Indeed, the
supervised ngerprinting te hnique is able to

orre tly identify 70% of equip-

ment and the unsupervised te hnique groups rightly 90% of OPTIONS message
again and 75% based when messages within the same time interval are grouped
beforehand. The rst

on lusion is that OPTIONS message is a very valuable

one. By investigating the reason of the relatively limited a
ases, we found that some kind of devi es

ura y in the other

annot be well distinguished like

Cis oATA186v3.1.0 and Cis oATA186v3.1.1 due

to small or la k of sta k im-

plementation modi ations between the version 3.1.0 and 3.1.1. However, not
dete ting minor variations is not

riti al be ause the aws and the fun tionali-

ties of su h devi es should be very similar. Furthermore, the
dataset

ould not be

he ked and the a

SIP User-Agent eld whi h

orre tness of this

ura y assessment is only based on the

an be easily faked.

7 Related work
Network and servi e ngerprinting tools are widely used atta kers for designing
ustomized atta ks or by network administrator to have a pre ise view of their
network. The rst work in this domain [15℄ highlights that un lear or permissive
spe i ation entails implementation variations due to spe i
derstanding of the developers. Two

hoi es or misun-

lasses of methods exist. The rst one is

qualied as passive sin e it only monitors the tra

without intera ting with the

ngerprinted ma hines. For instan e, [16℄ is based on rules asso iating spe i
values in TCP elds to an operating system (OS). A tive te hniques send spei

request to a ma hine in order to get dis riminative responses. This s heme

is implemented by NMAP [17℄ for determining the OS. The a

ura y of these

te hniques relies on the good denition of messages to send, whi h is basi ally
done manually. Therefore, [18℄ des ribes a me hanism to learn them. Fingerprinting is not limited to OS identi ation and several works target to
distinguish the dierent kind of network tra

orre tly

with dierent granularity level.

For instan e, [19℄ gives a good overview of te hniques used for determining the
dierent

lasses of tra

(Web, P2P, Chat..) whereas [20℄ and [21℄ try to auto-

mati ally identify a spe i

proto ol. Our work is dierent and

omplementary

sin e its goal is to determine pre isely whi h implementation of a proto ol is
used. This kind of methods was explored in [22℄ for determining the HTTP [23℄
web server by observing the value or the order of some headers. Determining
the version of a SIP equipment
of the Call-id eld [24℄.
is very easy in order to

ould be based on the bad randomness value

As argued in the introdu tion,

hanging these elds

ounter ngerprinting. Our te hnique doesn't

onsider

the value itself or the at stru ture of the message but all its hierar hi al synta ti

stru ture related to the proto ol grammar whi h

ontains more valuable

information and whi h is more di ult to fake while keeping a valid message
with the same meaning. SIP ngerprinting is also addressed in [25℄ with other
elds proto ol and an a tive probing te hnique

ontrary to those presented in

this paper whi h does not need any intera tion with equipment. Our previous
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work [26℄ relies only on multiple sessions of messages without synta ti

knowl-

edge and is well designed for proto ols with partial or without spe i ation and
grammar. We also introdu ed the use of synta ti
ate one generi

information in [27℄ to

global tree per devi e type. Even if the

equivalent, the learning pro ess is very long and needs a grid of 10
during two days (with 2600 messages)

ontrary to the

re-

lassi ation time are
omputers

urrent approa h where

the learning pro ess is very fast (few minutes). Thus, updating the system frequently is possible whi h is primordial with dynami

te hnology like VoIP with

many new devi es appearing rapidly. Furthermore, our previous work did not
deal with unsupervised ngerprinting.

8 Con lusion
This paper proposes novel supervised and unsupervised devi e ngerprinting
te hniques whi h leverage the advantages of the SVM paradigm and the ROCK
lassi ation.

A new version of ROCK was introdu ed taking advantages of

dierent pre-existing versions. The provided results show the viability of su h
ngerprinting s hemes when used with synta ti trees whi h ree t both the

on-

tent of messages and their hierar hi al stru tures. Our future work will fo us
the ngerprinting of other proto ols like wireless proto ols be ause their nature implies se urity problems as rogue ma hines intruding the network. Other
dire tions in lude the automati

monitoring of sta k proto ol implementation

evolution of a devi e series.
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